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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to show the relationship of photography 
to the fine arts* A brief examination of the development of 
photography and its use by artists is included. This examination 
indicates that since the beginning of photography, artists have made 
use of it in their art.
The study includes photographic processes used by the author in 
creating works of art. The text is illustrated with thesis projects 
which support the discussion.
viii
INTRODUCTION
The development of art as a mode of expression started as men 
discovered a need and desire to communicate with each other through 
the use of visual imagery. Today it remains an outlet for the 
transmission of ideas, attitudes, experiences, sensory representa­
tions and the artist’s conception of reality.
During the nineteenth century artists in academic and realist 
circles felt that the highest function of art was to reproduce real­
ity, not just the artist’s conception of reality, but the actual 
image as seen ty the naked eye. The development of photography at 
this time was welcomed as being an ideal tool, not only for the re­
production of reality, but also for the artist to gauge his own 
perceptions of this world.1 Careful composition and experimen­
tation with lighting as well as the use of symbolism indicate
that early photographic efforts were meant as artistic expression
2and interpretation.
Although photographs were used mainly for recording images of 
the real world, the aims and ideals of early photographic reproduction 
started to change and become more diffuse. Photography began to be 
regarded as a form of documentation and as such was soon considered 
to be the opposite of artistic expression. This attitude has *2





persisted and today it constitutes the opinion of many people 
concerned with art and art forms. However, with the refinement 
of the technical aspects of photography, the scope of its intent 
and effect has now broadened, bringing forth examples of both 
representational and nonrepresentational works which, regardless 
of intent, take their place with the other avenues of artistic 
expression.
Recent photograph-derived paintings with Abstract 
Expressionist shape groupings superimposed are good ex­
amples of the application of one set of unquestioned 
conventions over another to produce work which has been 
accepted by some as possessing virtues in both represent­
ation and abstraction. The more rigorous the question­
ing of convention, the more questionable the images pro­
duced will be. These new, questionable images resensitize 
our eyes as a ty-product of the artists search for true 
quality. 3
Printing processes which have been used for as long as five 
hundred years are adaptable to current mechanical processes. Plate 
preparation methods can be adapted to either modern or old hand 
presses. Photography and photographic processes are print procedures 
and are easily adapted to the artist's use of print material. A 
photographic step may be used as a portion of all modern printing 
procedures. The artist used his own photographic material during 
plate preparation, or drew directly on the plate, and printed as 
usual. Andy Brady, a contemporary printmaker living on the west 
coast, uses a photosensitive resist which is normally used with
^Gabriel Laderraan, "Unconventional Realists", Artforum 
November, 196?, p. 424
modern offset presses. Brady applies the emulsion directly to lith­
ographic stones which he then prints with an old hand press.
A photomechanical process is often used when there is a need 
to mass-produce prints or drawings. A small offset lithographic 
press can run between three to five thousand prints an hour. A 
good photographer in an adequate darkroom can print two hundred 
to two hundred fifty prints in a six hour day, which is a far 
greater number than is usually accomplished by an artist using 
traditional print processes. Pat Pixley, a Nebraska printmaker, 
can "pull" twenty-five prints in a normal six hour day using an 
old hand press. Eastman Kodak Company reports that a photographer 
in a modern darkroom can run an edition of one hundred prints more 
economically than an offset lithographic press; whereas, in an 
automated darkroom the photographer can produce up to two hundred 
prints more economically.^ A photographic print is able to produce 
a long scale of continuous tone so, where ever economically possible, 
a photographic print is preferable.
Surface texture is varied with hand produced individual prints 
but is uniform with mechanically produced prints. It is possible 
to produce the illusion of texture in photographic prints with 
the aid of screens. An intaglio press can be used to emboss the 
surface of mechanically produced prints, thus giving the surface a 
varied texture. The artist must consider these factors when 
deciding on the method of printing. He then will choose the 
method which best produces the effect he desires. Hie artist of
Personal communication, Eastman Kodak Co.
3
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today can run an edition quickly with one of a variety of methods 
by using photography in photomechanical processes. In this way 
the artist is free to work on the production of original material 
rather than spending a disproportionate amount of time on the 
printing process Itself. It is important that artists continue 
to explore new areas of expression. In order to devote sufficient 
time to this exploration artists must take advantage of technolog­
ical advancements such as mechanical printing processes.
CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHY
The camera obscura was a forefather of the photographic cam­
era. The camera obscura was a dark room with a small hole in the 
roof or wall. Through this hole the view from the outside was pro­
jected onto the opposite wall or a white screen. This was used at 
first as a means of observing solar eclipses. After the Renaissance, 
artists used the camera obscura as an aid to drawing. The camera 
obscura was described in the works of Ibn Al-Haithara (965-1038 AD), 
an Arab scholar. He does not list it as being new nor does he imply 
that he divulges a novel observation. For this reason it is probable 
that knowledge of the camera obscura was fairly widespread among Arab 
scholars of his time.̂
In 1550 Girolamo Cardano affixed a lens to the camera obscura. 
Giovanni Battista Porta is often credited with this invention, 
because he was the first to suggest its use for drawing and his 
description in his book Magiae Naturalis is more complete than 
others.^ This type of lens has been mentioned by Roger Bacon 
and seems to have been well known by the end of the thirteenth cen­
tury. Thus, the basic optics of photography were well known long *6
^Helmut Gemsheim, History of Photography (London: Oxford 





before they were put to use in photographic equipment. Much exper­
imenting and the work of many men was involved, in further develop­
ment of the lens to be used in photographic work. Batista Porta 
explained a method to make the image right side up by using a convex 
lens. Denial Barbaro introduced the use of a diaphragm to sharpen 
the image.?
The chemical agents used in the photographic process, namely 
silver salts, were known for some time before they were combined 
with the optical properties of photography. Johann Heinrich 
Schultze discovered in 1725 that the darkening of silver salts by
O
light could be applied to the making of images. This can not be 
thought of as being photography because he merely wrote words and 
sentences in a solution in a bottle, whereas the term photography 
was introduced in 1839 to mean the making of permanent pictures by 
the action of light. ̂  However, it is certain that the experiments 
of Schultze contributed greatly to the eventual emergence of photo­
graphy. Sir John Herschel is believed to have introduced the word 
photography in 1839 in a letter to Talbot.10 It was immediately 
absorbed into common usage.
Joseph Kicephore Niepce was the first man to fix the image 
obtained with the camera obscura with a chemical process. He 





10Beaumont Newhall, The History of Photography from 1839 to the 
Present Day (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 19^9)» p. 36.
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action of light and used it to prepare sensitized plates. These 
plates were set in the back of the camera obscura instead of glass.
He was able to fix the camera's Image as early as 1826.^  Beaumont 
Newhall in his book, History of Photography, states that there is 
no authenticated example of the work of Joseph Niepce in photography. 
However, in Gernsheim's The History of Photography, he includes a 
replica of the world’s first photograph made by Niepce. It shows 
the view from the dormer window where he worked with his photographic 
equipment (see Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the window from which this 
first photograph was taken. Apparently Gernsheim discovered much 
that was unknown about the development of photography.
Between 1790 and 1800, Tom Wedgwood worked on the process of 
fixing an image with silver nitrate. He was consistently unsuccess­
ful. His theory was correct, but he did not expose the silver nitrate 
for long enough periods of time and could not find a way to stop the 
darkening after the image had been fixed. Humphry Davy, who worked 
with Wedgwood in many of his experiments, was also unable to find a 
fixing agent. It seems strange that Davy had been unable to solve 
the problem in view of the fact that he was familiar with the work 
of Carl W. Scheele. Scheele, in 1777» published his Chemical Ob­
servations . in which he confirmed the theory that silver salts re­
acted to light, and not to heat. He also discovered that ammonia 
could not dissolve the blackened silver salts but easily dissolved 
the silver salt that remained white. Why Davy, a chemist, did not 
connect this information with the experiments he carried on with
•̂ Encyclopedia of World Art, p. 312.
8
Fig. 1. —  The world's first photograph.
Fig. 2. —
The window from. 




Wedgwood is still somewhat of a mystery. If this problem could have 
been solved, the discovery of photography might have been twenty- 
five years earlier.
Niepce began his attempts at photography in 1816. He succeeded 
in obtaining an image on paper, but the lights and shades were re­
versed. He had difficulty in fixing the image but was able to part­
ially fix the image with nitric acid. These images were fixed long 
enough to be viewed for several hours but the acid eventually bleach­
ed out the image. He soon discovered that he could sharpen the image 
by using a cardboard diaphragm in front of the lens. He knew of the 
possibility of making positive prints from the negative images but 
was not successful in his attempts at doing so. It was not until 
1822 that ary further developments were made. It was then that he 
was able to make a permanent heliographic copy of an engraving using 
Bitumen of Judea on glass. The resulting picture was unalterable
by light. In 1826, using the same process on pewter plates,
13Niepce was able to take his first photograph from nature.
Niepce first became acquainted with Daguerre when he ordered 
a camera obscura from the Chevaliers who were noted for production 
of fine camera obs curas. Daguerre had been trying for about a year 
to use the same process that Niepce had used and contacted him about 
it. After much correspondence Niepce and Daguerre signed a contract 
for a ten-year partnership. Their work had just begun and was not 
really progressing when, in 1833* Niepce died. This left Daguerre *13
-^Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 33•
13Ibid.. p. 37-39.
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to proceed alone. He accidently discovered that the plate needed to 
be exposed only a short time when he left a plate in his cupboard with 
some spilled mercury. In this way he was able to mate photography 
usable. Now a short exposure time with development of the latent 
image with an after process was possible. The product of the pro­
cess was named the daguerreotype. In January 1839 the discovery 
was announced at the Academy of Sciences, thus giving official recog­
nition to the work that had. been done.^
Of all countries, America adopted the daguerreotype with most 
enthusiasm, and it lived longer here than elsewhere. Yankee ingen­
uity brought mechanical improvements. The tedious tasks of buffing 
the plates to a high polish was done by machinery. John Adams Whipple 
of Boston installed a steam engine in his gallery to run the buffing 
wheels, heat the mercury, fan the clients waiting turn, and revolve 
a guilded sunburst on his sign outside the gallery. At the Great 
Exhibition in the London Crystal Palace, 1851, Americans won three 
of the five medals awarded for daguerreotypes.-^
The daguerreotype was doomed. It did not lend itself to ready 
duplication. It was fragile and had to be kept under glass in a 
bulky case. It was hard to look at because of the metallic glare, 
and it was expensive. When the rival paper process was perfected 
so that the public could buy a dozen prints for less than the price 
of one daguerreotype, the beautiful silver picture became obsolete.1^ 4*6
l4Ibid.. p. 52.
^Newhall, History of Photography, p. 29.
l6Ibid.. p. 32.
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At this same time William Henry Fox Talbot began experiment­
ing with photographic processes. In 1840 he announced a method of 
fixing photographs on paper. These productions, which he called 
calotypes, were an improvement over daguerreotypes. The image 
was not as clear, but they could be made without silver or copper 
plates. He had discovered independently, and also by accident, 
that a latent image could be developed on treated paper which was 
exposed for as short a time as one minute. His process also made 
possible the printing of many positives from one negative.^ This 
was a new development but was for a time lost in the acclaim of 
daguerreotypes. The calo type might have been more widely ■used had 
the exposure time not been so long as to make it impractical for 
use with portraits. Also, the daguerreotype allowed more rapid 
productions, essential in commercial ventures. Calotypes were used 
mostly with still life, architecture and scenery. However, the 
profit was in portraiture.
Bl&nquart-Evard was dissatisfied with Talbot's printing method 
because it took too much time to permit mass-production. He mod­
ified the negative calo type paper to be used as positives, which 
shortened the exposure time to seconds instead of minutes. The 
latent image was developed and the color changed to a rich tone 
by acidifying the hypo fixing bath. This innovation enabled 
Elanquart-Evard to produce photographs in bulk. The most important 
use for these prints was for the illustration of books. The prints *
•̂̂ Encyclopedia of World Art, p. 312.
•^Newhall, History of Photography, p. 43.
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were clear and bright and have lasted well. This technique never 
became popular and it was decades before a developing-out paper 
was again adopted.^
At the same time mary others began to work with the new art 
of fixing the image of the camera obscura. New and different cam­
eras were designed and produced. Some of them were practical and 
some were not. Sir John Herschel was one of the mary who began to 
experiment with photography. His knowledge of science was great.
As early as 1819 he had discovered that hyposulphites could be
20used as solvents for silver salts. Through further experiments 
he was able to improve upon Daguerre and Talbot's methods for fix­
ing photographic images. Daguerre immediately began to use the new 
method, as did others. Very soon after this (about 1842) portrait 
studios opened and began to provide the public with the opportunity 
to have their portrait taken in a short time. This became very 
popular. In 1850 there were seventy-one daguerrean galleries in
21New York City. Most American cities and. towns had several galleries.
A number of scientists experimented with improvements. Sir 
John Herschel developed a glass process which enabled many prints 
to be made from the original negative. In 1847 Abel Neipce De 
Saint-Victor used egg white (albumen) as a coating agent for glass 
plates used in photography. This method produced a negative with 
great detail, but had faults since the albumen had to be prepared 1920
19Ibid.. p. 49.
20Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 81.
21Kewhall, History of Photography, p. 81.
by the photographer and the exposure time for dry plates was from
22five to fifteen minutes. These became very popular because of 
their detail and brilllance which was much greater than the daguer­
reotype. One drawback to this method was the loss of sensitivity. 
This was so great that negatives were practical only for landscape 
work. Photographers were used to light-weight inexpensive paper 
and did not accept the heavy, expensive glass plates required for 
this process.* 2^
In 185L Scott Archer developed a wet calodion process. This 
was the fastest photographic process yet devised and became immense­
ly popular. The calodion containing iodide of potassium was poured 
on the glass plate and the glass was coated evenly with it. Sen­
sitizing occurred immediately and the exposure had to be taken while 
the plate was still wet. The plate had to be developed immediately. 
This process necessitated the carrying of a complete darkroom by 
traveling photographers. The exposure time of from ten seconds to
two and a half minutes made it quite popular, particularly for 
24portraits.
The tintype was a modification of the calodion emulsion. The 
emulsion was used on tin plates instead of glass. The tintype was 
not fragile and could be sent through the mail and mounted. They 
were inexpensive because the material was cheap and several images 
could be secured at once with a multi-lens camera, processed and
22Gemsheira, History of Photography, p. 148-149.
2^Hewhall, History of Photography, p. 55.
2^Gemsheim, History of Photography, p. 143-154.
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cut apart* These were so quickly made that they were processed 
while the customer waited.* 2^
The introduction of the carte-de-visite photograph by Adolph 
Eugene Disderi in 1854 began the end of the daguerreotype. These 
photos were similar in size to the common visiting card. The name 
derives from this similarity. These were small paper prints pasted 
on a mount which was 2{ x 4 inches. The size was uniform which made 
albums with cut out openings popular. Thus, family albums became 
'the thing*. These prints were made with a wet plate calodion neg­
ative in a special camera with several lenses and a moveable plate 
holder. Eight to twelve poses could be taken on one negative. The 
print from this negative was then cut into separate portraits and 
mounted. Unskilled help could be used for the cutting and mount­
ing, thus increasing the production of the cameraman and printer 
by eight to twelve times. These card photographs were sold for 
less than other kinds and soon out sold all other forms.
The very small size of most of the portrait photographs, often 
4 x 5i inches, undoubtedly brought about the development of en­
largers. Alexander Wolcott patented an enlarger in March 1843.2?
He rephotographed the original using a long exposure time. This 
enabled him to make larger prints. John W. Draper was concerned 
with reducing the bulk of photographic equipment carried when travel­
ing. He wanted to devise a minute camera. The small plates would
2-5hewhall, History of Photography, p. 58.
26Ibid.. p. 61-62.
2?Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 243.
be enlarged with stationary equipment upon returning from traveling.28 
Enlargers were not popular at first because they were bulky and com­
plex.
By I860 many customers were asking for larger copies of fav­
orite photographs. This demand, as well as the development of a 
new enlarger called the ’Solar camera’ in 1857 by David Woodward, 
helped to bring about increased, popularity of enlargers. Exposures 
were hours long and the enlarger, which was mounted on the roof, 
had to be turned with the sun. This problem was solved when the 
gelatin emulsion, which could be exposed with artificial light, 
was developed.29 The success of Woodward's enlarger brought others 
into the field and thus helped to bring about further developments 
in enlargers.
The first vertical enlarger was devised by *?• F. Campbell in 
1858. He simply fitted his camera in a hole in the roof (his studio 
was on the top floor) and enlarged on a table underneath it. In 
years to follow Campbell elaborated the idea into an enlarger sim­
ilar to the present plate enlarger. The exception was the light 
source. Campbell used daylight and now artificial light is used.
All previous enlargers were horizontal and were used in a darkroom.
An enlarger designed to be vised outdoors was built by A. Liebert.
It was a closed instrument supported on a stand with rack and pin­






There began at this time an enthusiasm for huge enlargements. 
These -were usually made by joining several prints to make the image. 
These usually required considerable retouching. In December 1858, 
at the Photographic Society’s Exhibition, one of the wonders of 
photography was a view of Cairo made from seven negatives by Francis 
Frith. It was over eight feet long. In 1867 a panoramic photograph, 
thirty-five feet long, of Krupp’s steelworks was shown in London.
It was made from fifteen prints which were contact copies of 22 x 26 
inch plates. This was considered to be one of the best photographic 
pictures ever made. The photographers were able to succeed in obtain­
ing uniform depth of tone in all the sections. A picture of the 
Gulf of Naples, five feet by thirty-nine feet, was produced in 1903 
in Berlin by the Neue Photographische Gesellschaft. This was made 
on a continuous strip of paper by enlarging six lOf- x 8 inch neg­
atives to 6£ x 5 feet. Special tanks were built for processing and 
a small train track constructed to move them around. A huge wooden 
wheel was constructed to hold the paper while it was rotated in the 
developer and fixed. It was unwound only to wash in the huge water 
tank constructed for that purpose (see Fig. 3 on p. 17).^
Another way to make large prints was by building huge cameras.
C. Thurston Thompson, before i860, worked with a camera thirty-six 
inches square and twelve feet long. The camera held glass plates 
which were thirty-six inches square. This, however, was not the 
largest camera built at this time. In I858, John Kibble, an 
amateur photographer from Glasgow, built a camera which used
3-kjernsheim, History of Photography, p. 2^9.
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Fig. 3* Wooden wheel constructed to process 
the photograph of the Gulf of Naples,
J
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glass plates forty-four by thirty-six inches. The camera was mount­
ed on wheels and pulled about by a horse.32
In 1901 a firm in Chicago constructed a camera so large that 
it had to be mounted on a railroad car and pulled try a locomotive.
The pictures taken by this camera were 4f- feet by 8 feet. It was 
twenty feet long when extended and weighed an incredible 1,400 pounds 
when loaded. It required five gallons each of fixing and developing 
solution to process each picture. Fifteen men were needed to operate 
the camera. The camera was built so the Chicago and Alton Railroad 
Co. could have a perfect photograph of its new luxury express taken 
in one shot instead of three views pasted together.33
Microphotographs were being developed about the time enlarge­
ments became popular. Alfred Rosling exhibited a tiny photograph 
of a page from the Illustrated Mews at the first photographic ex­
hibition held ty the Society of Arts in December 1852. The text 
could be easily read with the aid of a magnifying glass. J. B.
Dancer further developed this idea. Re produced microphotographs 
of famous people, paintings and pages from the Times. These were 
made on microscope slides 1/16 inch in diameter and were to be view­
ed. through a strong microscope. They were shown in May of 1853« 
Micropho to graphs became increasingly more popular and by 1859 the 
public demand began. Sir David Brewster, in 1857* began the idea 
of enclosing microphotographs in jewelry. The photographs were 
mounted to allow one of the jewels to magnify them. Queen Victoria,
32Ibid.. p. 247.
33Ibid.. p. 248.
who was very fond of photographic novelties, wore a ring which held 
five mounted portraits of her family. The whole picture measured 
1/8 inch and was magnified by a jewel lens. Much of this jewelry 
was made and it became a profitable venture.3^
Flexible film was a big problem for photographers. Glass plates 
were heavy, expensive and breakable. Photographers wanted something 
which was at least lighter and thus easier to carry. In 1861 Alex­
ander Parks invented celluloid of uniform thickness which answered 
perfectly the demand for a new photographic film base.35 in 1887 
the Rev. Hannibal Goodwin applied for a patent on transparent roll 
film made of nitro-cellulose and camphor. Eastman Company began 
shortly to make a similar film. With this invention of transparent 
roll film by Goodwin modern photography began. The roll film con­
cept for handling film has remained popular. Changes in film have 
involved cellulose acetate for film base and new emulsions.
We have closely followed the development of photography from 
its inception until about 1900. The problems that were overcome 
and the ideas brought forth were truly remarkable. Also remarkable 
is the progress made between 1900 and the present.
With the coming of picture magazines, the view camera was found 
to be too slow in mechanical manipulation to capture any spontaneity 
in peopled pictures. The view camera was similar in construction 
to the camera obscura, with a ground glass at the back on which to 





glass image was composed to his satisfaction a film holder was sub­
stituted for the ground glass, and the exposure made. The view 
could change when the film was in place without the photographer 
knowing that it had. Since the view camera had to remain station­
ary from the time of composition until the exposure was taken, it 
prevented taking pictures in any situation where the subject moved 
or was unaware of the camera. Because of these difficulties a new 
camera was developed in which the film remained in place and the 
ground glass was placed at right angles to the lens. The image 
was reflected from a mirror onto the ground glass. When the ex­
posure was made the mirror was moved out of the way and the film was 
exposed with a focal plane shutter at the back of the camera. Coat­
ing the mirrors on the back caused a double image to appear on the 
ground glass. This was corrected by coating the front of the glass. 
This same method is used today in 35ram single lens reflex cameras.
For press work, the camera was focused with a camera coupled 
range finder that had a separate viewer used for composition. 
Sometimes the action was too fast to use the viewer to locate the 
picture. For this the sports view finder was devised. Ibis was a 
gun site arrangement with a piece of wire bent into a rectangle and 
mounted near the lens. It had a small hole at the rear to look 
through. This press camera was the beginning of the camera system 
which outfitted cameras for special uses by providing a large range 
of accessories. Film backs became available so that different types 
of film could be used in the camera, and an assortment of lenses 
became available. The smaller the area covered by the lens the 
higher the resolution; thus the samll 35mm camera, popular with
21
amateurs, became the tool used by press and magazine photographers.
It is possible to make lenses for 3 5 ^  cameras that allow more 
light to reach the film, therefore making it possible to take pic­
tures in less light than with other cameras. The quality of an 
8 x 10 inch print made with a 35ram negative is not as high as that 
of a larger format negative. This is true because the smaller 35mm 
negative must be enlarged further. However, the ease of use and 
adaptability of the 35mm camera has made it preferable, since with 
it the photographer can take pictures which would be impossible 
with larger format cameras.
At the Philadelphia Consumer and Dealer Exhibit new 35mm single 
lens reflex cameras are offering shutter speeds up to 1/1000 of a 
second. Also being presented are such features as split image 
rangefinders, self-timers, and additional lenses. One novel offering 
was a camera that has everything for close-up, normal, and photo- 
macro graphy (which will magnify up to five times with a reversing 
ring). Also new are several cameras which take the new 126 cartridge 
film. other features being offered on new cameras are exposure 
automation, preselection of the shutter speed by the user, and 
aperture set by the camera indicated in the view finder. One 
camera offers a fast focusing wheel at the back of the camera, 
and most allow manual control at all speeds, as well as automatic 
control.
One new view camera weighs only three and a quarter pounds 
and., when closed, is only three inches thick. It also comes with
36i,orman Rothschild, 'USSR's Few but Fabulous”, Popular Photo­
graphy. June, 1968, p. 92.
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a 4 x 5 inch back.37 Perhaps the most interesting advance was built-
38in, semi-automatic exposure control via solid-state circuitiy.
One manufacturer offers cameras that have exposure indicators 
which glow red for either 'over* or 'under' exposure. The user 
then moves the aperture ring to extinguish the light. This same 
manufacturer offers a new 126 cartridge camera with a light sensi­
tive cell that actually records the amount of flash illumination 
reflected back to the camera. It then automatically governs the
39exposure.
Enlargers have operated on the combination condenser-diffuser 
system for decades and they function well. Some have the lighting 
behind, some at the top, but they work on much the same principle. 
Enlargers are available for ary film size and many are usable hor­
izontally as well as vertically. The principle of the diffusion 
enlarger is to cover the entire negative surface with soft diffused 
light of equal intensity. This means that the light appears to come 
from all directions, some of it striking the bellows instead of the 
lens. This gives a soft print. One advantage to this type is that 
small specks of dust which might be on the negative will not appear 
in the print. The condenser, or condenser-diffusion enlarger, as 
they are often called, has a lens larger than the negative to be 
enlarged. The lens is located between the negative and the opal 
light bulb. This lens changes the direction of the radiating light
3?Cora Wright Kennedy, "A Quartet of View Finder 35*s", Popular 
Photography. June, 1968, p. 93.
3®Kennedy, 'Shutters Get Smarter", Ibid.. p. 68.
^Kennedy, Ibid., p. 9^.
rays, focusing or condensing them on the enlarging lens. These 
enlargers are capable of producing higher contrast and sharper pic­
tures, but they also emphasize dust or scratches on the negative.
Photographic papers are produced which provide varying contrast 
and many different surface textures. There are specialized papers 
made for almost any use or effect. Different chemicals and films 
are also abundant and are produced for various purposes. The photo­
grapher decides on the desired effect and selects his chemicals, 
paper and film accordingly. Thus the contemporary photographer has 
at his disposal a wide range of supplies and equipment. He can 
choose what effects he wants in his work and proceed accordingly.
In commenting on the Photography in the Fine Arts Exhibition, 
John J. McKendry of the Metropolitan Museum of Art observed that, 
"the entire range of photographic means at the disposal of the art­
ist-photographer is so vast that his ability to say new things in 
new ways can be limited, only by his own lack of vision".^
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"From today painting is dead J" exclaimed Paul Delaroche
hysterically on first seeing a daguerreotype. This remark expresses
the profound consternation aroused among painters and engravers who,
quite understandably, feared to lose their means of livelihood when
anyone could do, in a fraction of the time, what it took an artist
hiall day, or even longer. Not all artists reacted in this fashion, 
in fact, as we shall see, some artists have turned the camera to their 
advantage and used it to aid their work. A short time after the be­
ginning of photography some were attempting to use this new form for 
illustration. In 1843 John Edwin Mayall produced illustrations of 
the Lord's Prayer using ten daguerreotypes. Later he used six plates 
to illustrate 'The Soldiers Dream* by Thomas Campbell. Martin Lawrence 
showed a 13 x 17 inch plate of three models called 'Past, Present, 
and Future* for the Great Exhibition at the London Crystal Palace 
in 1851. The camera obscura, forerunner of the photographic
camera, was used by artists as an aid to drawing. By placing a 
white paper on the wall opposite the viewing hole, the artist 
could see the objects outside, and draw them by tracing the out­
lines on the paper. *42
^Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 54.
42Newhall, History of Photography, p. 71.
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An increasing middle class in the eighteenth century brought 
about mounting demands for pictures and portraits. To meet this 
interest, methods of making quick, inexpensive reproductions were 
devised. One of these was lithography. Mechanical devices for 
beginners included the silhouette which required only the tracing 
of a shadow; the physionotrace, invented in 1786 by Gilles L.
Chretien, required little more. The profile was traced on a sheet 
of glass while a stylus connected by levers to an engraving tool 
recorded., in reduced scale, the same image on a copper plate. With 
this copper plate any number of copies could be made. The camera 
lucinda, invented by William Wollaston in 1806, is another aid to 
beginning drawers. Drawing paper was laid flat and a prism suspended 
at eye level. Through the prism the operator saw the subject and 
the paper. He then just drew around the outline of the image.
These devices did not please the artist or the beginners. The art­
ists, because they could not consider the results, and the beginners 
because they took some skill at drawing.^3
Count Francesco Algarotti, in his Essay on Painting, devotes 
a chapter to the camera in which he states* "The best modern painters 
among the Italians have availed themselves greatly of this contrivance; 
nor is it possible they should have otherwise represented things so 
much to life."^ (Fig. 4 shows an engraving made from a photograph.)
William Fox Talbot made photogenic drawings which were impres­
sions obtained by direct contact with sensitized paper. These were 43
43Ibid.. p. 10 .
^ I b i d .. p. 9.
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Fig. 4. —  Engraving done from a 
photograph, try Kilburn.
V
direct forerunners of the abstract photo grams of a century later, 
which were considered works of art. Possibly the first painter to 
use photography on a large scale was David. 0. Hill. In 184-3, when 
4-70 ministers of the Church of Scotland resigned, Hill decided to 
do a painting to commemorate the event. In order to do this monu­
mental work he collaborated with Robert Adamson, a photographer, 
and proceeded to take photographs of each of the 4-70 ministers.
From the photographs. Hill painted p o r t r a i t s H i s  photographic 
portraits are superior in quality to the finished paintings and are 
of much greater interest to the modem viewer. They compare favor­
ably with contemporaneous oil painting and engraving. After this 
point a number of artist-photographers emerged who combined negatives 
to form the print they had envisioned. In 1858 Henry Peach Robinson 
did a photograph, 'Fading Away', which was a combination print, and. 
joined images from several negatives. It is an allegorical compo­
sition of clearly symbolic and literary intent. The subject matter 
was considered to be in poor taste and caused much comment. The
photograph showed a young girl, who was dying, surrounded by her 
\ 46family (Fig. 5)* Robinson also experimented with mounting photo­
graphs on sketches (Fig. 6).
Oscar Gustave Rejlander printed a composition for the Man­
chester Art Treasures Exhibition in 1857 in order to combat the 
idea that photography was a mechanical art. This was the first 
time photographs were to be displayed with paintings, drawings,
^Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 120.
^Encyclopedia of World Art, p. 313*
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Fig. 5. —  'Fading Away* by H. P. Robinson.
Fig. 6. —  Pencil sketch with photograph set in, 
by H. P. Robinson.
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sculptures, and engravings, and he wanted, to create a picture worthy 
of the exhibition. He used thirty separate negatives of single 
figures and groups with several for background. Two sheets of 
paper had to be joined together because none were made large enough 
for the 31 x 16 inch completed picture. He titled it 'The Two Ways 
of Life*, and because some of the figures were shown semi-nude it 
caused considerable controversy. Mary photographers were not cer­
tain that it was proper to combine so many n e g a t i v e s . I n  spite 
of these objectors there were many who used several negatives in 
their compositions and these prints continued to be accepted at 
photographic salons,
William Lake Price, a water-colorist who turned to photography,
used combinations of negatives when composing his Illustrations of
literature and history. His 'The Baron's Feast* and 'Don Quixote
in His Study* became very popular with the public, but most people
48did not know that several negatives had been used in making them.
Sir William Newton, a painter, urged photographers to take 
photographs slightly out of focus and to work on the negatives in 
order to produce prints that were fine art. The suggestion created 
a controversy because some felt the camera's image should be tin- 
altered while others felt that the image was only the start of the 
manipulations involved in making the final p r i n t . N u m e r o u s  photo­
graphers followed the 'straight approach*. They felt that chance *49
^Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 179.
^ I b i d .. p. 177.
49Ibid.
must be ruled out and each print must be precisely envisioned in 
order to achieve true artistry in the medium. The composition was 
to be carefully worked out in advance and the final print fully 
visualized before the shutter was released. Edward Weston was one 
of the advocators of the 'straight approach*. He insisted that 
cropping or enlarging prints resulted in a loss of precision and 
indicated a failure of the photographer's creative vision.5°
In the mid and late eighteenth century the public, artists, 
and critics, all tended to confuse painting and photography, judg­
ing one by the other. Photographers attempted to illustrate lit­
erature, drama, and history, using imaginative composition. Paint­
ers attempted to render the detail possible with photography. By 
failing to accept the limitations of their medium while adapting 
what was possible from the other field much was lost to all.^
In the early twentieth century artists and photographers were 
experimenting with much the same things. Many of these experimental 
photographs strongly resembled, post-impressionist paintings. Land­
scape photographer Roland Briant made photographs through a slit 
in a card instead of a lens. Hie resulting images were similar to 
Cezanne's landscape paintings which were completed in the same period.^ 
(Figures 7 and 8 on p. 31 show this comparison.) Photographer Alvin 
Coburn exhibited same photographs of the streets of New York City 
in 1913. These were taken from a high point looking down, emphasizing
3°Encyclopedia of VJorld Art, p. 3 13.
^Gernsheim, History of Photography, p. 177.
■52Aaron Scharf, Creative Photography (Hew York: Reinhold Pub­




Fig. 7. —  Photograph by Roland Briant. The 
image is blurred because no lens was used in 
the camera.
Fig. 8, —  Landscape by Cezanne
the shapes of streets and. buildings. The perspective was distorted 
so that the effect was similar to that of a cubist painting. Coburn 
said of his work, "Why should not the camera artist break away from 
the worn-out conventions, that even in its comparatively short exis­
tence have begun to cramp and restrict his medium, and claim the 
freedom of expression which any art must have to be alive?"-'-'
Four years later, in 1917 Coburn showed his first vortograph. These 
were made by using mirrors to multiply the image of any object and 
capturing the multiple image with a camera. The mirror changed the 
perspective and pattern of the objects so much that they are not 
identifiable. Vor to graphs were strongly related to the cubist 
movement and were a true attempt to use photography for abstraction 
(see Fig. 9 on p. 33)
Also strongly related to the cubist movement were Schadographs, 
created by Christian Schad. Cut-outs and objects placed on sensi­
tized paper created the effect of a cubist collage.*5 Schad used 
cuttings from opaque and translucent paper to form his collage.
Some of the images produced in this way were then enhanced by 
adding some drawing or painting to the surface. Man Ray, an 
artist connected with a Dada group, elaborated on Schad’s work 
by using three dimensional as well as flat objects. The use of 
three dimensional objects produced the effect of objects floating 
in space. The image which appeared on the exposed photographic
53ftewhall, History of Photography, p. 201.
Scharf, Creative Photography, p. 42-*K3»
■̂■̂ Encyclopedia of World Art, p. 313 •
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Fig. 9* —  Vortograph by Alvin Coburn.
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paper was more than a silhouette. The image was distorted, or 
abstracted, and Man Hay soon discovered that he could distort these 
objects further by using glass (see Fig. 10 and 11 on p. 35).56 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, a Hungarian artist, further evolved the photo­
gram. He produced, his photographs to reduce the gap between art 
and. industrial production. He expressed a desire to have his photo­
graphy paralleled with industrial perfection. While teaching for 
the Bauhaus, Moholy introduced photography as a part of their pro­
gram. The Bauhaus movement was concerned with combining art with 
technical development to the benefit of both fields.5? Work with 
photograms, photomontages, double-exposures, and negative prints 
done by such artists as Moholy-Nagy, Man Ray, Hannah Hoch, and Paul 
Citroen ignore the rules of traditional photography. These artists, 
and others like them, have helped to gain a place for photography 
in the arts.
Photographing models and then working from the photograph con­
tinued to be popular with artists because they could then work when 
the model was not present. This was also done because the model 
could, hold more intricate poses for the relatively short time it 
took for a photograph.
The use of varied materials in paintings introduced a new use 
of photography to the artist. Photographs or fragments of photo­
graphs were used in the composition of paintings or sculptures.
The head of Willem de Kooning's 'Women' is a photograph. Sculptress
^Scharf, Creative Photography, p. 554.
■̂ Ibid.. p. 60**.
3^
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Fig. 10. —  Rayo graph
Marisol uses photographs of faces on the wooden heads of some of 
her sculptures. Andy Warhol uses a silk screen process to transfer 
repeated images from photographs onto canvas. The photograph then 
becomes the painting.-^ Other artists are using photographic Images 
as one or more of the Elements in a painting or drawing. Rauschenberg 
uses photographs in some of his work. In ’Tracer', 1964, several 
photographic Images are combined with oil on canvas. About which 
he states, "Look, I am not composing something, I am subtracting 
from reality all Illusion. I am giving you reality itself".
Another artist using photography is Herman Albert who divided each 
of three square canvases into four parts. Each zone shows a dif­
ferent snapshot of a woman undressing.^0
Hew interest in combining technology and art has resulted in 
experimentations with varied materials. Plastics, lights, machines, 
electronic devices and photographic innovations are used by many of 
today's artists. Carl Cheng Imbeds film and photographs in plexi­
glass enclosures. He also exhibits multiple views of a negative 
fcy controlling and. changing the darkroom process. These are shown 
side by side and illustrate the subjective approach which can be 
used when photographs are manipulated. Cheng has been referred to 
as a photographer with an industrial approach.^ Jan Stussy, a 
California artist teaching at the University of California at Los
^Encyclopedia of World Art, p. 315«
^G. S. Whittet, "Interesting but it isn’t Art", Studio Inter­
national. April, 1964, p« 158.
6°Art International. May 1967, p. 47.
^Carl Cheng, Artforum. March 1968, p. 48.
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Angeles, is experimenting with the use of photography in his art 
work.**2
University Art Departments are beginning to expand their pro­
grams to include courses which introduce the art student to photo­
graphy and other technical aspects of our culture. M.I.T. and 
Harvard are offering a program which combines technology and art 
with the intention of improving our visual environment. Photo­
graphy, traditionally a part of the journalism departments, is 
finding a place in the programs of an increasing number of art de­
partments. Some of these universities are now offering degrees in 
photography for artists. Among those universities conferring de­
grees in photography is The University of Iowa School of Art.
The background material presented is in the historical, aesthetical, 
and technical aspects of the medium. Comprehensive experience in 
other fields in the arts is also required. Each year they graduate 
a number of students with M.F.A. degrees in Creative Photography.*^ 
Northeast Louisiana State College has just added a large darkroom 
to the Art Department. They plan to offer a degree in photography 
and hope to include film-making in their program soon. These are 
examples of an encouraging trend in many Art Departments through­
out the nation. They are now making use of modem innovations and 
are encouraging experimentation. This is a healthy sign of growth 
and must be encouraged.
^ ’Painting”, Time. October 6, 196?, p. 63.




The increased use of photography by artists has resulted in 
the acceptance of photographic work in many regional and national 
art shows. Each year more shows include photographs as an accepted 
media. Some provide a separate category for photography, while oth­
ers include it as a print media. Certainly the acceptance of photo­
graphy has been slow, but this probably is due to the prevalent 
journalistic approach. Now that artist-photographers have become 
more prevalent the acceptance should become more widespread. Through­
out the development of photography there have been artists who have 
found it to be a useful tool. Some have used photographic prints 
in their work. Still others have used negatives to project images 
onto sensitized surfaces, or have superimposed several images. As 
the technology of photography increases so do the possible uses in
art,
CHAPTER III
DISCUSSION OF WORK COMPLETED
Using the camera as a sketch book is certainly faster at catch­
ing form then free hand, drawing, however, its use is restricted if 
there is a low light level. Unless the artist does constant draw­
ing, there is danger of losing some of his skill with eye-hand co­
ordination. With the aid of a slide projector it is possible to 
achieve correct or distorted drawing without the preoccupation with 
proportion imposed ty free hand drawing. This relates directly to 
the use of the camera obscura when the artist was able to trace the 
object he was interested in describing on the paper. The use of 
the camera obscura was limited to inanimate objects because move­
ment could not be corrected. The size of the finished drawing was 
also limited ty the method. With the modern camera, movement can 
be stopped and later projected for the artist's use. It is possible 
to take as raary as thirty-six pictures without reloading the camera. 
Reloading is also simple, in most cameras it takes only a few min­
utes, and need not be done in a darkened place. The entire thirty- 
six exposures can be developed in a matter of minutes. Kodak tri-x 
film is developed for only five minutes in Kodak's D 1 9 . ^  It is
19 is used because it produces a high resolution with high 
contrast, and is fast working. The developer was designed for X -ray  
film but has since been used for any film where high resolution is 
desireable. There are no tables for use with film so trial and 
error must be used to determine developing time.
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then rinsed with water for two minutes, fixed in a rapid fix bath 
for five minutes and washed for fifteen. It is then ready to dry.
In twenty-seven minutes the artist has added thirty-six sketches to 
his sketch book. Of course these sketches will be negatives, but it 
is easy to learn to read them, and they can be easily used to arrive 
at the desired form. Other films or developers can be used but the 
time required for developing is longer.
If the limited exposure index is no problem, black and white 
slides are less expensive than color and are quite as acceptable 
for sketching material. If a faster film is desired, the color 
slide film is the obvious choice. In 1968 this film ranges from 
Kodak’s Kodacrome H  which is virtually grainless, to A ns cochrome 
500 daylight which is the fastest color film on the market. The re­
sults from ary of these films are more than adequate if the film is 
used for sketching purposes.
The use of slides or negatives as an aid to drawing does not 
mean the end of drawing for the artist; but it does free him from 
some of the more elementary and time consuming problems of propor­
tion. Then he can concentrate on the forms themselves as they re­
late to his painting. It also allows him to experiment rapidly 
with scale. The artist should not feel he must use camera per­
spective with this method as the projector may be advanced or re­
tracted in relation to the panel to vary the size of objects or 
parts of objects on a single slide. Distortion may be introduced 
by moving the panel drawn upon so it is not parallel to the film 
plane. Using slides and negatives for sketches gives the artist 
a large, easily stored, reusable collection of sketches. They can
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be kept indefinitely and used, at any time. The painting, 'Marcia", 
which uses one side of a photographic sketch image is shown in Fig­
ure 12.
Photographic images formed ty silver haloids can reproduce 
complex patterns consisting of high contrast black and white or 
varied shades of grey. If these are combined with color pigment 
on a panel the artist has at his disposal the ability to produce 
with accuracy a wide range of visual surfaces.
There is a crisp, stark feeling presented by a total black 
and white photograph. The impression given is clear and stimu­
lating. This effect on the viewer is invigorating and exciting. 
Feelings encouraged, by total black and white contrast are bold, 
and. sharp. The grey photograph is quiet. The viewer is calmed and 
relaxed. Reactions are thoughtful and often peaceful. Mary viewers 
like one or the other presentation but not both. The emotion evok­
ed by the boldness of the total black and white may be disturbing 
to some viewers. Others are distressed by the calmness of the grey. 
The grey is more comfortable, less imposing; while the dis side nee 
of the total black and white causes us to be more active in our re­
action, Reaction to light values is a product of our cultural en- 
viroment. Essentially the printing of grey or total black and 
white is a means of dealing with light. Figure 13 on p. 43 shows 
black and white contrast. Figure 14 on p. 44 shows a grey tone.
Color can be introduced in either the total black and white 
or the grey image. With Print-E-Mulsion color can be added before 
or after the surface is sensitized,. The image can be projected
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Fig. 12. —  'Marcia'
J
4-3
Fig. 13« —  Black and white
;■ 44
Fig. 14. —  Grey tone.
J
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onto the surface before sensitizing so that areas for color can 
be carefully selected. Or a painting can be used as background 
with the photographic image superimposed. The addition of color 
changes the mood and tone of the image so that a varied reaction 
is evoked.
Print-E-Mulsion is a commercial photo-sensitive material which 
comes in a liquid form, and adheres to a wide variety of porous and 
non-porous surfaces. It may be applied under or over acrylic paint 
in any darkroom where a light tight drying place is available. 
Print-E-Mulsion comes in two parts. Part A is a surface preparation 
and is not light sensitive. This is applied to the surface as a 
base or subbing. After part A dries the light sensitive emulsion 
(part B) is applied. The subbing can be applied, to the surface with 
a brush, roller, spray, squeegee or by pouring it on. A temperature 
of 90° to 100° is best, but this seems to be only for Increasing 
the drying rate. When dry the subbing looks as if it has disappeared.
Part B contains the sensitizer and a small bottle of hardener, 
which is added to the sensitizer just before application. Two ap­
plications are required with complete drying between each coat of 
sensitizer. This may be applied in the same way as part A. The 
surface must be dry before exposure is made. The exposure is made 
with an enlarger, just as if the prepared surface were photographic 
paper. It is a good idea to prepare extra sensitizer material for 
determining the correct exposure. The developer should be a warm 
tone developer such as Selectol. It is recommended in the data 
shipped with Print-E-Muls ion that the development time be kept as 
short as possible. I find the development time to be about twenty
45
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minutes. Sponging the developing solution on to the surface tended 
to loosen and carry off sane of the emulsion. Because of the size 
of the pre-stretched canvases used, tray development seemed impract­
ical. By using masking tape and 1 x 2  inch wooden strips, satisfact­
ory trays were made of the canvases themselves. The strips were 
taped into place and the developer poured directly onto the surface 
and splashed from side to side for the required time. The developer 
is then poured off and a stop bath is poured in for five minutes. 
Fixing requires fifteen minutes for a rapid fix. Then a hypoelira- 
inater is used to remove the hypo from the surface. Following the 
removal of the hypo, the surface must be rinsed ten times with water. 
Ibis method works well when the surface has been printed with acrylic 
paint, but if a porous surface is used a leakage problem develops. 
When working with a porous surface, a spray technique for applying 
chemicals works well.
Working with photographic images gives the artist free choice 
of scale. Ary view or image can be reproduced at a variety of sizes, 
depending on the desired mood. Hie very large and very small panels 
evoke definite mood patterns or feelings. The diminutive print is 
personal. It is easy to relate to in a familiar manner because the 
viewing situation is intimate. One person in a room with others 
can view the piece alone and hold or fondle it. TO enhance this 
feeling of familiarity the ideal display for these small items is on 
a table or shelf so that the intimate mood is increased. This enables 
the viewer to react naturally by picking up the piece. With small 
items the response must be initiated fcy the viewer. The presence
b?
of the art object is not immediately felt upon entering the room 
and must be sought or discovered.
Large mural photographic prints are striking and cannot be 
ignored. The presence of these objects is imposed upon the viewer 
from the moment he enters the roam. Ary tactile sensations must 
be visual unless the mural contains manipulative parts. If the 
viewer can manipulate the piece, he gains a more personal relation­
ship with it. The viewer must approach the piece, center his at­
tention on the focal point and become personally involved by manip­
ulating it. If there are other viewers present, the manipulating 
viewer becomes a part of the visual effect of the mural. Consequent­
ly the panel will have an overwhelming effect of being a part of the 
immediate environment. Thus manipulative devices strengthen the re­
action to an art piece by requiring personal involvement (see Fig.
15 on p. 48).
Since man is seldom static, nor is western man willing to con­
template static objects, it is necessary to introduce movement into 
art forms. This may be in the form of manipulative parts which the 
viewer moves from one position to another. The motion can be pre­
programed into the art work. In some instances the viewer can in­
itiate the programed action and often can intervene by stopping the 
motion or changing the speed. In this way the viewer can physically 
relate to a painting.
If the manipulative device contains a film, or other additional 
visual stimulant, the reaction to the art object is increased. Hie 
viewer must react and relate to both visual experiences. His
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Fig. 15* —  Image with film viewer. 
The viewer is a manipulative device.
attention is caught try the manipulative device and held throughout 
the visual experience.
The manipulative devices in art works are directly descended 
from the penny arcades in amusement parks. Film devices with photo­
graphs mounted in them were popular. The photographs were mounted 
on stiff paper and. attached to the inside of a rotating drum. The 
viewer would peer through slits in the drum as it rotated. This 
gave the sensation of motion. These film drums evolved into machines 
which showed a continuous roll of film. The viewer could not control 
the speed in these, as they were motor driven. An example of this 
type of machine is found in some bars where pictures are shown with 
Juke box selections.
An art work adds its presence to an enviroment, but man is 
free to notice or ignore it. He can return to it at will or con­
centrate on other things. Until the present technological age, 
man’s surroundings were relatively simple in nature. The presence 
of an art form that created noise or movement would have seemed 
overbearing. Today man seems to feel uneasy if he is not constant­
ly bombarded with noise, light, and movement.
Art objects dealing with controversial or thought provoking 
subjects also attract the attention of the viewer. The nude 
human form in art has long been controversial, and has been a 
popular subject in art for Just as long. The nude human figure, 
when presented in an open, honest way shocks mary viewers. These 
viewers have been subjected to censorship which increases the 
erotic response to the nude figure. I believe that it is healthful 
and important to overcome this shock or repulsion by bringing out
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the natural qualities of the human body. It is indeed tragic that 
so many people are unable to accept and respect their own bodies.
Fragments of the figure presented out of context often relate 
to viewers who might otherwise be offended. From these fragments 
of reality a more complex composition can be created. The intensity 
of figure fragments in a new context draws attention to form and 
composition. Often, however, this approach results in the viewer 
attempting to label body parts and identify position. This merely 
delays the common, unfavorable response to the nude figure. (Fig­
ures 16, 17, and 18 Illustrate the use of fragmentation.)
An alternative is to present the figure, or portions of it, 
to resemble a landscape. The Impression of the figure as landscape 
is increased by the use of * fuzzy* focus. Introducing translucent 
neutral color across the image also adds to this illusion. The 
concept of the figure as landscape has often been used in literature 
and brings acceptance to an otherwise tense viewer reaction. Use 
of the female figure to portray earth has obvious connotations of 
fertility, life, and growth. This suggestion of the oneness of man 
and earth is not accidental (see Fig. 19 on p. 53)*
Although photography is essentially a technique for reporting, 
its very nature lends itself readily to manipulation. The artist- 
photographer can alter the relationship of objects by simple man­
ipulation of negatives. In traditional photography the forms creat­
ed by the negative space are subordinate to the object. To increase 
the viewer's awareness of form and shape, it becomes necessary to 
destroy the literal interpretation of objects. Superimposed images 
aid in accomplishing this goal. The shapes created by the overlapping
50
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Fig. 16. —  Fragmentation.















Fig. 19 . —  Figure as landscape.
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images become dominant. The actual object then becomes subordinate. 
Any variety or number of negatives can be used to form these mult­
iple Images. One negative presents a multiple image if double ex­
posure is used to capture more than one image on the film. Use of 
more than one negative gives the artist an opportunity to manipu­
late the images. When a pleasing, or desirable effect is gained, 
the print is made. The contrast between the images can be sharp or 
soft depending on the exposure and the effect desired. (See Fig­
ures 20, 21, and 22 on pp. 55t 56# and 57) •
Random introduction of color in the superimposed images in­
creases the abstract quality of the print. Color is arbitrarily 
assigned to the separate negatives. The black and white negative 
is then printed through a red, green, or blue filter onto color 
photographic paper. These negatives combine to form a multi-colored 
composite. As with the other photographic presentations, color can 
also be introduced by painting with acrylic paint before or after the 
image is fixed. The arbitrary use of color filters lends a great­
er sensation of abstract form. (See Figures 23-27 on pp. 57-58).
The half tone screen used in photomechanical reproduction can 
be used with large photographic murals. Breaking the photograph 
into dot patterns ranging from small to large dots gives an illusion 
of shades of grey. It also lends the appearance of crispness which 
is otherwise impossible in such large blowups. To obtain Moire 
patterns two dot pattern negatives made with half tone screens which 
do not vary more than 50 lines per inch are used. A Moire free 
negative can be produced by using a screen which has a ruling
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Fig. 20. Multiple image.
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Fig. 21. Multiple image.
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Fig. 22. —  Multiple image.
Fig. 23. —  Arbitrary color.
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Fig. 2h» —  
Arbitrary color.
Fig. 25. —  
Arbitrary color.
Fig. 26. —  
Arbitrary color.
Fig. 27. —  
Arbitrary color.
either fifty lines coarser or fifty lines finer than the original.^ 
Moire patterns can be developed on mural paper using two negatives 
(as described above) and moving one over the other until the de­
sired patterns are produced. The dot patterns produced on the image 
are striking. In the very dark or light areas the dots are not vis­
ible. The intensity of light from the negative determines the size 
of the dots (See Figures 28-29 on pp. 60-61).
These mural prints may be mounted with dry mount tissue or 
with Elmer's glue. For smaller prints mounting on paper or card­
board with dry mount tissue is the best method. There is less 
shrinking and warping with dry mount tissue than with glue. Large 
prints mount best with glue on wooden panels while still wet. re­
creating a curvature to the plywood panel, the stress caused fcy 
shrinkage of the mural paper is minimized. These wooden panels 
are stress skin or mononok construction which controls the warpage 
with less supporting structure.
The slightly curved, surface of the mononok panel presents an 
ideal mount for the human form. The surface of the panel is curved 
enough to enhance the shape of the body. Even the slight curve to 
the mononok surface adds interest to the mounted print (See Figure
30 p. 61).
The photomechanical process using a modern offset press is a 
natural step in the use of photographic materials. A Moire pattern 
for a high contrast negative is made and is vacuumed into contact
6-5John E. Cogoli, Photo-Offset Fundamentals (New York: McKnight 
& McKnight, I960), p. W.
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Fig, 28. Moire pattern.
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Fig. 29. —  Moire 
pattern.
Fig. 30. —  Figure 
on a curved surface.
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with the photosensitive litho plate, and exposed to a light high 
in ultra-violet radiation. The plate is developed and put on the 
press. The press is then ready to run. It is possible for a single 
man in a good darkroom to compete on a cost basis with an offset 
press. This is possible because of the time involved in preparing 
the press and making the plate. The quality of the image is better 
with the photographic process and so is preferable (See Figure 31 
on p. 63).
The ink designated for use with the offset press is not as 
thick as that used by artists in hand presses. The commercial ink 
is fast drying to permit a large number of prints to be stacked im­
mediately after printing. Artist's ink can be used with the litho 
press if the press is operated at a slow speed and the prints are 
placed on racks to dry. Mary artists feel that the artist's ink 
produces a richer inked image. Other artists prefer the image with 
commercial ink. It is a matter of personal preference.
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Fig. 31. Litho printed on an offset
press
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF THINGS ACHIEVED
There is an element of surprise which accompanies exploration 
of new things. Particularly those things where we are not certain 
of the possible developments. This is the feeling that accompanies 
the exploration of a new media of artistic expression. Experimenta­
tion with a new method or media should last for as long or short a 
period of time as is needed for the artist to feel satisfied with 
the results. He will, by then, have another area which he will 
want to explore. Thus the work is ever changing.
Photography is as valid a media for artistic expression as 
the more traditional areas of sculpture, drawing, printmaking or 
painting. Original and creative statements can be developed by 
the artist-photographer. Photographic materials now available 
offer great freedom of interpretation. The photographer can 
choose to portray any object from numerous viewpoints. Lighting, 
composition, and focus are all variables which the artist can 
manipulate when taking the picture or when making the print. 
Photography is so flexible that the artist-photographer can achieve 
any effect. Photography can make important contributions to art 
when used with imagination and. sensitivity.
Art is expression, expression of anything. The artist has an 
idea, an attitude, a feeling, and he expresses it. In creating
m
this expression he may call upon objects in his environment or he 
may create new objects. When forming this expression, tradition 
should be a starting point, not a limitation. If art is a fully 
expressive self-purposed form created by man, then photography must 
be included.
Experimentation with photography as a means of expression 
has necessitated an increase in technical experimentation and 
ability. Use of an inter-negative of high contrast graphic material 
in conjunction with half tor© screens eliminates grain structures 
in large enlargements. This made it possible to use 35*nm slides 
to make 4 x 5  feet enlargements. Processing of these large 4 x 5  
feet pre-stretched canvases with Prinb-E-Mulsion was simplified by 
framing the edges to make the surface form the developing tray,
A spray technique to simplify and speed the processing of large 
mural paper made possible the use of larger panels. Spraying the 
chemicals onto the panel with a vacuum cleaner spray worked well 
with large mural prints. This method does not allow for reuse 
of the chemicals, but coverage is rapid and results are good. 
Changing the spray by making it uneven should produce interesting 
patterns and effects on the surface of the print. It will be 
interesting to discover how much control can be exerted over these 
effects.
I like to wait at least three months from the time I take the 
photographs before I assemble the panels. With this psychical 
distance, bias toward the negatives is gone. I will not remember 
the time and effort each separate negative required, and therefore
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will be able to approach them objectively. With this detachment it 
is possible to appreciate the good errors over the labored successes.
A large working file of negatives is required for active exper­
imentation in photography. This file allows for fast easy experi­
mentation with superimposed images.
Film viewers mounted within or as part of paintings or mural 
photographs can be effective, but suitable means of fastening the 
film onto the reels and protection of the film from damage, remain 
problems for continued research. Reaction to this type of piece 
has been interesting and varied. I will continue to work with 
film viewers in photographic murals.
Work with some aspects of experimental or creative photography 
presents other aspects to be explored. Similar to the production 
of colored, prints from black and white negatives is a silver pro­
tection masters system procedure used with 16mm film. This involves 
making black and white separation negatives from colored originals. 
From this comes the interesting possibility that projectors show­
ing three films simultaneously on the same screen through red, blue, 
and green filters at different speeds, will produce a large variety 
of color compositions. Thus, from relatively short lengths of film, 
which make for easy handling in a viewer, it is possible to produce 
a light show of satisfactory length. Super 8mm films offer many 
possibilities for expression.
Use of a specially constructed 8 x 10 inch camera-enlarger, 
under construction at this time, will facilitate the development 
of high resolution in large photographic murals.
(
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It is expected that involvement with research in these areas 
will suggest further areas of possible attention.
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